
The New Art Dealers Alliance (NADA) is pleased to present NADA Miami, the organizationâ€™s annual flagship art fair, December 1â€“5, 2020 in a reimagined format.The 18th edition of the fair showcases an
international series of presentations from a diverse roster of 97 galleries from 44 cities, both in gallery spaces and online. The fair will feature gallery hubs in multiple locations, including the Bay Area, Brussels, Chicago,
Detroit, Lima, Los Angeles, New York, Paris, Riga, Tokyo, Toronto, and Warsaw.Accompanying the fair, a virtual programming series will showcase conversations and performances from the defining voices of
contemporary art and culture.Discover whatâ€™s on view in your city and browse online viewing rooms atÂ newartdealers.org.The post Now on view: NADA Miami, December 1â€“5, 2020 first appeared on Contemporary
Art Daily.Artist:Â Daisuke FukunagaVenue:Â Tomio Koyama, TokyoExhibition Title:Â LaborDate: November 7 â€“ December 5, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after
the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Tomio Koyama, TokyoPress Release:Tomio Koyama Gallery is pleased to present Labor, an exhibition of works by Daisuke Fukunaga. The exhibition marks the artistâ€™s sixth solo
presentation with the gallery since his previous showing five years ago, and introduces a selection of new paintings.Fukunaga depicts things that although familiar, are often forgotten or tend to go unnoticed due to their
sheer ordinariness. Such include mops, tires, wheels, and motorbike seats that he comes across during his part-time job or while taking a casual stroll. Referring to them as â€œindescribable sculptures,â€• these objects
are liberated from their original purpose and functions due to changes in the environment in which they are found, the passage of time, and the amount of light that shines upon them. As a result, their material presence as
â€œobjectsâ€• are highlighted, presenting an animate and ever-changing disposition day by day. The artist creates paintings as if to document the emotions, mood, and sensations that he experiences when encountering
these objects.In his previous exhibition in 2015, Fukunaga described his perspective as â€œthe eyes of a stray cat wondering aimlessly and staring into something.â€•Â Art critic Noi Sawaragi has remarked on
Fukunagaâ€™s paintings as follows:â€œThis transmutable quality suggests a distant source of Fukunagaâ€™s art in the work of Yuichi Takahashi. Yuichiâ€™s paintings, done at the beginning of the Meiji era, have a
stronger appeal to the viewer today than those of later artists such as Seiki Kuroda or Chu Asai because of his obsession for projecting (not transferring) onto the canvas an intense sensation of the awesomeness of
â€œbeing thereâ€•, for whatever reason, not because of the particular techniques or methods he may have used.â€•(Noi Sawaragi, â€œFrom Fried Tofu in a Kitchen to a Used Mopâ€•, Daisuke Fukunaga exhibition
catalogue, Tomio Koyama Gallery, 2008)Also characteristic of his work is that these objects are depicted in a personified manner, as if they have acquired emotions, facial expressions, and personalities â€“their quiet
presence evoking a certain dignity or even a sense of the sublime. The space inside the picture plane appears distorted like it is under the influence of some special magnetic field or force of gravity, and pale yet richly
vivid colors of blue, yellow, green, purple, pink, and orange, which presumably differs significantly from the hues of the actual environment, are applied throughout. Consequently, a sense of fiction enters the picture plane
on which realistic objects are supposedly painted, and thus a profoundly dense and distinct world captured from a micro-perspective dynamically unfolds beyond the contours of the large canvases.The new works
presented on this occasion are the first to deal with the subject of people since his solo exhibition held at the gallery in 2011. Upon realizing that â€œthe array of images inspired by his own personal experiences also
contain people,â€• Fukunaga depicts various â€œpeople at workâ€• including himself that he witnessed in the several places where he had worked.Fukunaga states as follows regarding the exhibition:â€œPeopleâ€™s
movements when working, correspond to their profession. However, it is interesting that basic human poses such as lying down or walking seem to reflect an individualâ€™s personality even when they are engaged in
labor. I find myself fascinated by the coexistence of personality as a social role, and personality as an individual. Needless to say, people have some kind of profession and are involved in some kind of labor. Of course,
painting, and making a work of art can also be regarded as labor. One could say that someone is working even when they donâ€™t seem to be producing anything at first glance. In that sense, I felt that labor as a motif
harbored much possibility and freedom.â€•The painted figures appear melancholic or enjoying a relaxing moment, yet each of the canvases are permeated by a fantastical world that seemingly delves into the depths of
the minds and hearts of those depicted.Â People have some kind of profession and are involved in some kind of work. Labor and living are inextricably connected, and Fukunagaâ€™s works convey the fundamental
vitality and presence of those at work. We invite viewers to embrace this opportunity to explore and engage with the artistâ€™s latest oeuvre that serves to reflect his new challenge.Link: Daisuke Fukunaga at Tomio
KoyamaThe post Daisuke Fukunaga at Tomio Koyama first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Jasmine GregoryVenue:Â Karma International, ZÃ¼richExhibition Title:Â Trouble at Casa AmorDate: November 16
â€“ December 12, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Karma International, ZÃ¼richPress Release:Karma International is
pleased to present Trouble at Casa Amor, an exhibition of new paintings by Jasmine Gregory. The works on show depict figurative scenes of entropic escapism saturated with historic and pop culture referencing.Casa
Amor, house of love, is taken from the reality TV show Love Island, where men and women compete to find â€œloveâ€• and win money. Casa Amor functions as a shit show of sorts, a second â€œotherâ€• space used to
test love and create tumult. Gregory works satirically with absurd and abstracted notions of love and commodity, creating space for otherness within figuartion.Facts (HBIC) (2020), HBIC an acronym that stands for Head
Bitch In Charge popularised by reality star Tiffany Pollard, is a portrait of a female figure, sat with conviction, in direct eye contact with the viewer, delivering a list with no facts. Neon green acrylics lay to rest an empty
truth. Above the right shoulder, a window and second frame within the painting has an ass pressed up against the glass, mooning and further trolling the viewer.Gregoryâ€™s work orbits femininities, their mannerisms,
abstractions and sensations. Subjectivities are thrown askew with the use of multiple brush techniques, the strokes form visual traces of emotions that have developed into a unique visual language: soothing cloudscapes;
scrapy voids; baroque still life sheen and girly doodles build to create a sugar coated chaos.In the painting Hot Gas (2020), a warped figure with elongated legs, perky breasts and infant arms, suggestively reclines in a
cloud released from an elliptical derriÃ¨re. In contrast to the swaying smooth strokes of the body, clumpy rough paint textures the face, masking the emotion of the figure, mirroring the face of Dawn Davenport marred by
acid in the film Female Trouble by John Waters. Here the grotesque portrays a surreal high camp with a sense of the subject feeling her fantasy.Gregoryâ€™s characters are often caught in states of physical, emotional
or psychological transformation. The painting Lifeline from the Outside (2020) is a composed emotive staging, a distinct atmospheric pause mirroring the reality tv moment when contestants see their loved ones after a
prolonged time gap. The dog, a dappy hero, painted SOS red like Clifford the big red dog, is hugged by two ghosts while squashing his plushy. Comforting others while comforting himself, soundboarding fragile
validity.Vulnerability and humiliation play out in the fantasy of choosing what story to tell, as a contestant, as an artist. Emotions are strategized, the lens filtered, reality falls into disarray. The act of masking one&#8217;s
reality echoes in the act of figuration. Both fabricate and therefore manipulate a reality for the subject. Gregory draws from a complex spectrum of reference points. For example: the neurotic busy aesthetic of Lisa Frank (a
sticker and toy company known for their use of rainbows, neon and stylized depictions of animals); subjects of myth and fantasy in the oeuvre of Dorothea Tanning and historic genres such as the Dutch Golden Age and
Hieronymus Bosch. The works are loaded yet transparent. They portray fictional perspectives of now mirroring contemporary society, invoking introspection and a need to escape.Ian Wooldridge&nbsp;Jasmine Gregory
was born in Washington DC in 1987, and currently lives and works in Zurich, Switzerland. Her work was shown at Les Urbaines in Lausanne and at the Kunsthalle ZÃ¼rich among others. She has also participated in
Reimagining the Museum: Open Letters and a Decolonial Framework a roundtable discussion hosted by the Hammer Museum.Link: Jasmine Gregory at Karma InternationalThe post Jasmine Gregory at Karma
International first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Alex AyedVenue:Â Balice Hertling, ParisExhibition Title: Roaring FortiesDate: October 22 â€“ December 5, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of
images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Balice Hertling, ParisPress Release:Galerie Balice Hertling is proud to present its second solo show by Alex Ayed. The exhibition
includes five wall-mounted works that have been made from sails stretched over canvas, themselves the product of weathering out at sea. Presented alongside these works are four sculptural pieces: a suitcase made
from goat skin, a dried greater pipefish, a fluorescent orange sack, and an assembled object in the form of a miniature lighthouse. For reference, a copy of the manual Des Bois Propres Aux Construction Navale (1803),
which details the construction of boats from various trees, has been made available in the gallery.The exhibition title, â€œRoaring Forties,â€• references the notorious winds blowing in the Southern Hemisphere, between
the latitudes of 40 and 50 degrees. Well-known by sailors for as long as boats have sailed in these waters, the Roaring Forties are both feared and valued for the speed at which they allow ships to travel around the
world.In his 1969 Operating Manual for Spaceship Earth, Buckminster Fuller develops the concept of the â€œGreat Pirateâ€• in reference to the first people to master navigation at sea. Fuller describes early sailors as
having both expanded consciousnesses, in which they were able to envision the world through a comprehensive knowledge of it, as well as the technical skills for how to get there. As technology for producing boats has
improved, access to more remote areas of the planet has become increasingly possible, pushing the limits of the known world a little further each time. Simultaneously, the existential side of navigation remains ever
present in the question: Where are we going?Sometimes this question has no immediate answer, or there is no destination. It was in this spirit that solitary sailors like Joshua Slocum and Bernard Moitessier began
navigating the worldâ€™s oceans on their own, throughout the 20th century. Mostly without any assistance at all, these vagabonds ventured out to sea for months at a time. In such isolation, it was the wind, clouds, stars,
and even the tiniest signs of lifeâ€”a species of bird or a distant shipâ€”that became their most precious allies. Such fleeting and sparse connection is evident in the open expanse of the works, where a sprinkling of dust
accrued on a sail mirrors the constellation one might use to find their way.Alex Ayed (b.1989) lives and works between Brussels, Paris, and Tunis. He studied at the Ã‰cole Nationale SupÃ©rieure des Beaux-Arts in
Paris. He has recently had solo exhibitions at B7L9 Art Station Kamel Lazaar Foundation Tunis (2019) and Institue of Arab and Islamic Art, New York (2019). His work has also been recently exhibited at POUSH
Manifesto, Clichy (2020) and the fifth edition of Jao, Tunis (2019), amongst others.Link: Alex Ayed at Balice HertlingThe post Alex Ayed at Balice Hertling first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Catalina
OuyangVenue:Â Lyles &amp; King, New YorkExhibition Title:Â cunt waifuDate: October 3
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